
SREA To Build Mirror Motown In China

Score One Inc. (SREA)
$0.14

SREA ventures to Build a mirror of Detroits "Motown" in China. 
The facility will be used as a motor exhibition center for domestic 
and international motor shows, showrooms of major China automobile, 
auto’s parts and peripherals manufactures. This is huge! 
Get on SREA Tuesday!

But  it is certainly less dangerous than NOT arming ourselves to the eye teeth a
nd climbing out of helicopters half a world a way, guns blazing, in order to tak
e down a few of the locals.
’They have never seen Juba.
Gillard, in short, resembles nothing so much as a tallish giraffe, while Joe Hoc
key is in appearance and intellectual substance more closely related to the ster
eotypical and iconic koala.
Annans’ proclamation, made from the Secretary-General’s seat of power in the Uni
ted Nations building in New York, was screened live around millions of worlds.



Half of Israel’s defence budget grants from its benefactor the United Sta
For Hockey, Gillard may be a swan, a delectable morsel, a daunting, unattainable
, delicious and tantalising femme fatale.
’ The impasse was broken yesterday by a coincidence of events that permitted aut
horities on both sides of the Indian Ocean to seek a solution with renewed impet
us.
I am doing this for the viewers to watch.
The new laws, perhaps, prohibit favourable discussion of ’Nations That Do Not Ap
peal To The Foreign Minister’.
’  The most commonly heard piece of mythology about  the unseen sniper is that h
e never shoots from the same location twice,  instead slipping away immediately 
he has given away his position.
As Cricket Australia pointed out, they would have been fined two million dollars
 if they pulled out, so it really was an incredibly difficult situation for them
.
’ Once merely rhetoric, the claim is increasingly  accurate as more soldiers of 
the first wave of Twenty-First Century anti-American militancy take up the fight
 in the US-occupied country.
But  it is certainly less dangerous than NOT arming ourselves to the eye teeth a
nd climbing out of helicopters half a world a way, guns blazing, in order to tak
e down a few of the locals.
Not only was the tubby minister’s statement grossly inappropriate, profoundly pa
triarchal and like something from a previous century, it was by no means accurat
e.
’ But Federal Health Minister and Howard confidante Tony Abbott denies there are
 ructions in Government circles.
They  hear him, but by then it’s too late: a shot rings out and another US  sold
ier slumps dead or wounded.
Half of Israel’s defence budget grants from its benefactor the United Sta
Perhaps in the circles he moves Gillard is considered less a powerful politician
 and more a scrumptious bit.
’The good voters of Bennelong won’t be taken in by Madame Blow-In,’ he told a mo
derate, intelligent talk-back radio host.
Gillard, in short, resembles nothing so much as a tallish giraffe, while Joe Hoc
key is in appearance and intellectual substance more closely related to the ster
eotypical and iconic koala.
Questioned on the source of the disinformation campaign, Government representati
ves have been curt and dismissive.
Instead, Cheney, still unwilling to step into  the public spotlight, released th
e story to a local paper after forty-eight  hours.
In sports as in politics, the aim is to win, and we can let the Fairfax papers w
orry about ’morals’.
We, the public, can only guess at this congruent extension, apparently known to 
cognoscenti among the Federal Police.
’ But Federal Health Minister and Howard confidante Tony Abbott denies there are
 ructions in Government circles.
Beginning as soon as is humanely possible, Israel will place in Lebanon’s hands 
exactly half of its military resources - air, land, and sea.
Hostilities planned by the United States, and in which Australia will likely par
ticipate, have not yet begun.
The notoriously shy Vice-President was  in this instance modest almost to a faul
t.
We, the public, can only guess at this congruent extension, apparently known to 
cognoscenti among the Federal Police.
Mr Howard had to identify each one by appearance and taste.
Beginning as soon as is humanely possible, Israel will place in Lebanon’s hands 
exactly half of its military resources - air, land, and sea.
Annans’ proclamation, made from the Secretary-General’s seat of power in the Uni
ted Nations building in New York, was screened live around millions of worlds.
Iran has an embassy in Australia, an ambassador, and as Trad suggests, there is 



trade between the two nations.
I know at Ryde they are proud of their liberal attitudes and they won’t come at 
the imposition of a shorts-only-with-long-socks rule during competition matches.

But Opposition Leader Kevin Rudd’s star recruit said there is more to upper Nort
h Shore politics than deciphering difficult cafe menus.
The new laws, perhaps, prohibit favourable discussion of ’Nations That Do Not Ap
peal To The Foreign Minister’.
Not only was the tubby minister’s statement grossly inappropriate, profoundly pa
triarchal and like something from a previous century, it was by no means accurat
e.
They  hear him, but by then it’s too late: a shot rings out and another US  sold
ier slumps dead or wounded.
But if that’s what it takes to preserve our way of life and utterly destroy thos
e who hate freedom, then it will have been worth it, no matter how few of us rem
ain standing.
In each instance a shot is heard, the camera jerks  in recoil, a and a distant h
elmeted, khaki-clad figure slumps out of shot.
’ Once merely rhetoric, the claim is increasingly  accurate as more soldiers of 
the first wave of Twenty-First Century anti-American militancy take up the fight
 in the US-occupied country.
Evidence of the hostile operations of the surreptitious and effective British mi
litary against the overgrown US equivalent remains scant.
"  And somehow, through a volley of gunfire, whoever  it was got away.
The notoriously shy Vice-President was  in this instance modest almost to a faul
t.
The world has been entertained in  recent days by the stylings of satirists and 
American talk-show hosts  who have explored at length the dangerous but potent n
ew power.
But sedition laws, as mentioned, appear to be at the best of times among the too
ls and devices of a State on shaky ground, without a secure sense of itself, and
 prone to fits of wild paranoia.
Perhaps in the circles he moves Gillard is considered less a powerful politician
 and more a scrumptious bit.
But  it is certainly less dangerous than NOT arming ourselves to the eye teeth a
nd climbing out of helicopters half a world a way, guns blazing, in order to tak
e down a few of the locals.
The War on Terror may be the death of us all.
I am doing this for the viewers to watch.
In sports as in politics, the aim is to win, and we can let the Fairfax papers w
orry about ’morals’.
It might be a stretch to describe either the Minister or his Shadow as ’pretty’.

’There’s the breads as well, and I can assure you the out-of-touch PM doesn’t kn
ow a sourdough olive loaf from a nine-seed hi-top.
The world has been entertained in  recent days by the stylings of satirists and 
American talk-show hosts  who have explored at length the dangerous but potent n
ew power.
Instead, Cheney, still unwilling to step into  the public spotlight, released th
e story to a local paper after forty-eight  hours.
We are not at war with Iran.
White House advised him at the time to tell not only the  police but also the me
dia.
The notoriously shy Vice-President was  in this instance modest almost to a faul
t.
The building was a smoking  ruin.
This is a country where I have trained all citizens to put aside all thoughts of
 decency in the pursuit of low interest rates and keeping dark-skinned foreigner
s out.
I am doing this for the viewers to watch.



The self-deprecating US President  Dick Cheney does not often feel the need to p
arade his accomplishments  before the chattering classes.
Whittingdon  was reportedly briefly released from intensive care after being tre
ated  for bird-shot, but then suffered a heart attack when one pellet shifted  t
o a position near his heart.
The world has been entertained in  recent days by the stylings of satirists and 
American talk-show hosts  who have explored at length the dangerous but potent n
ew power.
Christopher Spears exclaimed: "He’s on a bike!
But if that’s what it takes to preserve our way of life and utterly destroy thos
e who hate freedom, then it will have been worth it, no matter how few of us rem
ain standing.
Mr Howard thought about the question, and firmly shook his head.
The war on terror may get us all killed, say our capable leaders,  statesmen, an
d officials.
Across the water US President George W Bush has himself mounted a new defence of
 the narrative of the long war.
’The issues in Bennelong are complex and people will resent an outsider coming t
o Wollstonecraft to impose their Mosman ways.
Foreign Minister Alexander Downer has spent the last week in crisis talks, attem
pting to overcome the Federal Government’s lack of legal options.
Or ’The Making of Statements Inimicable To Current Government Policy’.
We will not allow the terrorists to dictate the future of this century, so we wi
ll defeat them in Iraq.
Gillard, in short, resembles nothing so much as a tallish giraffe, while Joe Hoc
key is in appearance and intellectual substance more closely related to the ster
eotypical and iconic koala.
In sports as in politics, the aim is to win, and we can let the Fairfax papers w
orry about ’morals’.
’There’s the breads as well, and I can assure you the out-of-touch PM doesn’t kn
ow a sourdough olive loaf from a nine-seed hi-top.
Instead, Cheney, still unwilling to step into  the public spotlight, released th
e story to a local paper after forty-eight  hours.
Australian PM Says Birds To Be ’Enthralled’ by Climate ChangeOu est Tintin?
We will not allow the terrorists to dictate the future of this century, so we wi
ll defeat them in Iraq.
Gillard has short-cropped sensible low maintenance ginger hair, while Hockey spo
rts a fluffy black crop.
Iran has an embassy in Australia, an ambassador, and as Trad suggests, there is 
trade between the two nations.
I am doing this for the viewers to watch.


